
March 2024 Monthly Catalogue

Insects & other Invertebrates

Welcome to the March 2024 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have several noteworthy titles on different vertebrate groups. Two high-profile bird titles that have been announced are
The Golden Eagle Around the World: A Monograph on a Holarctic Raptor, due in April from Hancock House Publishers, and the 2-volume
ID Handbook of European Birds, due in July from Princeton University Press. A notable ornithological rerelease is William T. Cooper's
Capturing the Essence: Techniques for Bird Artists, due in June from CSIRO. On the subject of mammals, we have four titles. Two recently
published books are The Evolution of Dasyurid Marsupials: Systematics and Family History, published by CRC Press as a co-publication with CSIRO
in Australia, and The Physiology of Dolphins, published by Academic Press. Two other mammal books are forthcoming in August, namely
Primate Socioecology: Shifting Perspectives from Johns Hopkins University Press and Cetacea from Springer, the latest addition to their ongoing
Handbook of the Mammals of Europe series. Herpetologists can look forward to
Turtles of North America: An Illustrated Field Guide to the Turtles of the Continental United States and Canada, which is due in May from Firefly
Books.

On the topic of insects and other invertebrates, two titles that are coming in March are The Larger Moths of Scotland from Triphosa Publications and
An Introduction to the Butterflies of Cyprus: A Photographic Pocket Guide to the Identification of the Resident Species and Regular Immigrants from
Brambleby Books. Two recently published books are Butterflies of the Levant, Volume 4: Lycaenidae from 4D MicroRobotics Publications (this is the
third volume to be published, with volume 1 remaining) and Living Muricidae of the World - Ocenebrinae from ConchBooks.

Bridging the subject areas of invertebrate biology and botany are a further five titles produced by Australian microscopist David Seamer. After the
success of the first two titles, we have now added the full range of his guides which includes Beginners Guide to Freshwater Diatoms and
Beginners Guide to the Desmids, and three more specialist guides to protozoa: An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Free-Living Peritrichs,
An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Peritrich Cothurnia, and An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Ciliate Stentor.

Botanists can look out for Roots: A Field Guide For Identification, which has just been published by the Arboricultural Association,
and Atlas of Chinese Native Orchids, which has just been published by Springer. Furthermore, there are two additions to the ongoing Flora of
Thailand published by the Thai Forest Herbarium: Volume 4, Part 3.3: Leguminosae - Papilionoideae, and Volume 16, Part 2: Zingiberaceae.

On the subject of conservation and other environmental issues, there are three excellent titles scheduled for August:
Treewilding: Our Past, Present and Future Relationship with Forests and the paperback of
Traffication: How Cars Destroy Nature & What We Can Do About It, both published by Pelagic Publishing, and
The Biology and Conservation of Animal Populations, published by Johns Hopkins University Press. In June, Texas A & M University Press will
publish the paperback of the 2021 rerelease of Sylvia Earle's book Sea Change: A Message to the Oceans (originally published in 1995). An
interesting title that has just been published by Pensoft is
Weather Stations for Biodiversity: A Comprehensive Approach to an Automated and Modular Monitoring System. Despite what the title suggests, this
is not a book about weather stations, but about the use of automated sensors, analogous to weather stations, to monitor biodiversity. Lastly,
Patagonia Books recently published The New Fish: The Truth about Farmed Salmon and the Consequences We Can No Longer Ignore.

The final three titles that caught our eye fall under the rubric of natural history and nature writing. Springer has recently published
A Natural History of the Emirates, an area on which very few, if any, books are available in English. Two upcoming paperback reissues are
The Jewel Box: How Moths Illuminate Nature's Hidden Rules coming in June from Weidenfeld & Nicolson, and
Finding Eden: A Journey into the Heart of Borneo coming in August from I.B. Tauris.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do
get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor
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Principles of Insect Morphology
Robert E Snodgrass(Author), George C Eickwort(Foreword By)
This classic text, first published in 1935, is once again available. Still the standard reference in the English language, Principles of Insect
Morphology is considered the author's masterpiece. A talented artist as well as one of the leading...

768 pages |
319 b/w line
drawings |
Cornell
University
Press

500 Insects
A Visual Reference
Stephen A Marshall(Author)
Insects account for more than half of the approximately 1.7 million named species of all living things. The number of insect species yet
undiscovered runs into many further millions. Stephen Marshall has selected 500 of the most interesting insects...

528 pages |
550 colour
photos | Firefly
Books

The Jewel Box
How Moths Illuminate Nature's Hidden Rules
Tim Blackburn(Author)
Every morning, ecologist Tim Blackburn is inspired by the diversity contained within the moth trap he runs on the roof of his London flat.
Beautiful, ineffably mysterious organisms, these moths offer a glimpse into a larger order, one that extends...

371 pages |
b/w photos |
Weidenfeld &
Nicolson

Butterflies of the Levant, Volume 4: Lycaenidae
Dubi Benyamini(Author)
Volume 4 includes 91 species and subspecies of Lycaenidae, including four possible species and two new subspecies. This unique series
includes for the first time all available present-day information for every butterfly species in the Levant; In...

192 pages |
1413 colour
photos, colour
distribution
maps | 4D
MicroRobotics
Publications
Ltd

The Good Bug
A Celebration of Insects - and What We Can Do to Protect Them
George C McGavin(Author)
Following on from the success of The Good Bee, this beautifully illustrated celebration of insects by leading entomologist George
McGavin highlights the pivotal role they play in our ecosystems, and what we can do to help them survive and...

192 pages |
b/w
illustrations |
Michael
O'Mara Books

Paperback
#30413
1993
9780801481253
£39.99
Hardback
#30412
1994
9780801428838
£49.99

Paperback
#263989
Apr-
2024
9780228104940
£18.99
Hardback
#176238
2008
9781554073450
£18.95

Paperback
#263984
Jun-
2024
9781474624541
£9.99
Hardback
#257613
2023
9781474624527
£19.99

Hardback
#263949
2023
9789659282234
£165.00

Hardback
#263966
Jun-
2024
9781789296693
£10.99
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The Butterfly Book
Jane Russ(Author), Andrew Fusek Peters(Author)
Through informative chapters ranging from the physiological and environmental to the butterfly's inclusion in myth, legend, art and
literature, The Butterfly Book is an ideal guide to its subject for all nature lovers, beautifully illustrated...

160 pages |
colour photos |
Graffeg

An Introduction to the Butterflies of Cyprus
A Photographic Pocket Guide to the Identification of the Resident Species and Regular Immigrants
Adrian M Riley(Author)
Don't forget to pack this handy butterfly guide when visiting Cyprus. The island displays a wealth of wild habitats, occupied by a range of
animals and plants, including butterflies. Many of these are exotic and spectacular, and the butterfly...

108 pages |
colour photos |
Brambleby
Books

Living Muricidae of the World - Ocenebrinae
Roland Houart(Author)
This volume includes the entire sea snail subfamily Ocenebrinae of the Muricidae with 164 extant species across 33 genera. Each
species is listed with the author's name(s), the date of description, the synonymy, the distribution, the description...

238 pages | 98
plates with
colour photos;
45 b/w photos |
ConchBooks

The Larger Moths of Scotland
Roy Leverton(Author), Mark Cubitt(Author)
There has never been a book of Scottish moths. This book covers the larger species traditionally known as macromoths. All those with at
least one acceptable Scottish record in the wild are included, currently totalling 577 species. Unproven claims...

340 pages |
809 colour
photos, 563
colour
illustrations,
548 colour
distribution
maps |
Triphosa
Publications

Swarm Management with Checkerboarding
John White(Author), Anita Hunt(Author), Gill Bannister(Author)
What is checkerboarding? A solution to prevent swarming that requires no intervention within the brood nest, increases colony size and
therefore honey yields and replaces the resident queen through supersedure (the process of superseding). Walter...

34 pages |
Northern Bee
Books

Insect Ecology
Concepts to Management
KV Hari Prasad(Author)
This book presents comprehensive information on various aspects of ecology with special reference to insects, to form a platform to
design an ecologically sound insect pest management. Insects are the most dominant and diverse group of living...

228 pages |
Springer
Nature

Hardback
#263988
Jul-
2024
9781802586541
£9.99

Paperback
#263994
Mar-
2024
9781908241764
£9.99

Hardback
#264063
2024
9783948603441
£110.00

Hardback
#264126
Mar-
2024
9781399976268
£44.99

Paperback
#264164
2021
9781912271863
£9.99

Paperback
#264175
2023
9789811917844
£130.00
Hardback
#264174
2022
9789811917813
£130.00
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Bryozoan Studies 2022
Proceedings of the Nineteenth International Bryozoology Association Conference (Dublin, Ireland, 22-26 August 2022)
Marcus M Key(Editor), Joanne S Porter(Editor), Patrick N Wyse Jackson(Editor)
Bryozoan Studies 2022 contains nineteen papers presented at the 19th International Conference of the International Bryozoology
Association held at Trinity College Dublin in August 2022. Bryozoans are complex and fascinating colonial organisms that...

192 pages |
CRC Press

Molecular Physiology and Evolution of Insect Digestive Systems
Walter R Terra(Author), Clelia Ferreira(Author), Carlos P Silva(Author)
This book provides a unique blend of data on insect life spans, physiology, enzymology and other molecular features associated with
digestion and nutrient absorption to enrich the knowledge on insects and to disclose putative molecular targets for...

260 pages | 11
colour & 10
b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Gasteropodi Vivi: 600 Specie del Mediterraneo [Live Gastropods: 600 Mediterranean Species]
Danilo Scuderi(Author)
For the first time, the present book collects pictures of 600 species of Mediterranean Gastropods, utilizing drawings as the main
instrument to better represent the external anatomy of species, even of microscopic dimensions, almost impossible to...

340 pages | 19
plates with
colour photos,
56 plates with
colour
illustrations |
Edizioni
Danaus

The Jacques Plante Noctuidae Collection / La Collection Jacques Plante Noctuidae, Volume 3
Amphipyrinae, Psaphidinae, Cuculliinae, Oncocnemidinae, Acontiinae, Pantheinae, Dyopsinae, Raphiinae, Acronictinae, Bryophilinae,
Heliothinae, Condicinae & Xyleninae / Complete Checklist and New Taxa
László Ronkay(Author), Gábor Ronkay(Author), Bernard Landry(Author)
This is the last volume of the Catalogue of the Plante Noctuidae Collection published as a supplement volume of the Mémoires de la
Société de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Genève, Volume 49(3). The Jacques Plante...

275 pages |
plates with
colour photos
and b/w photos
| Heterocera
Press

Games & Puzzles
RSPB Garden Birdwatcher's Puzzle Book
Over 150 Questions, Brainteasers and Curious Conundrums about the Birds in your Garden
Dominic Couzens(Author), Gareth Moore(Author)
Put your birdwatching expertise to the test and learn more about the birds in your garden with this new puzzle book from the RSPB!Do
you know what the smallest bird in your garden is? And whose birdsong sounds like 'tea-cher, tea-cher,...

272 pages | 45
colour photos
and b/w
illustrations |
Gaia Books

Habitats & Ecosystems
Urban Ecology
An Introduction
Philip James(Author), Ian Douglas(Author)
This fully revised second edition reflects the great expansion in urban ecology research, action, and teaching since 2015. Urban ecology
provides an understanding of urban ecosystems and uses nature-based techniques to enhance habitats and alleviate...

530 pages |
133 b/w
illustrations |
Routledge

Hardback
#264190
2023
9781032594873
£115.00

Hardback
#264198
2023
9783031392320
£120.00

Hardback
#264202
2023
9788897603399
£125.00

Hardback
#264230
2024
9786155279126
£195.00

Paperback
#264192
2023
9781856755085
£16.99

Paperback
#264024
2023
9781032281001
£34.99
Hardback
#264023
2023
9781032213958
£120.00
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An Unflinching Look
Elegy for Wetlands
Benjamin Dimmitt(Photographer), Susan Cerulean(Foreword By), Matthew McCarthy(Contributor), Alison Nordström(Contributor), Alexa
Dilworth(Afterword by), Emmet Gowin(Contributor)
An Unflinching Look is an examination of a unique North American ecosystem in decline, investigated through eighty-five duotone
photographs, scientific analysis, and critical interpretation. The project's focus is the area of the Chassahowitzka...

277 pages | 85
b/w photos, 4
colour & 2 b/w
illustrations |
University of
Georgia Press

English Urban Commons
The Past, Present and Future of Green Spaces
Christopher P Rodgers(Editor), Rachel Hammersley(Editor), Alessandro Zambelli(Editor), Emma Cheatle(Editor), John Wedgwood
Clarke(Editor), Sarah Collins(Editor), Olivia Dee(Editor), Siobhan O’Neill(Editor)
This book presents a novel examination of urban commons which provides a robust base for education initiatives and future public policy
guidance on the protection and use of urban commons as invaluable urban green spaces that offer a diverse cultural...

254 pages | 30
b/w
illustrations |
Routledge

Combating Aeolian Desertification in Northeast Asia
Tao Wang(Editor), Atsushi Tsunekawa(Editor), Xian Xue(Editor), Yasunori Kurosaki(Editor)
This book presents the definition of aeolian desertification and uncovers its processes, driving factors, and consequences, and focuses on
measures to effectively combat aeolian desertification in Northeast Asia.Aeolian desertification in Northeast...

317 pages |
Springer
Nature

New Caledonian Mangroves
A Treasure to Protect
Norman C Duke(Author), Sabrina Virly(Author), Dieter Tracey(Author)
This authoritative book has the following features:- 210 beautifully illustrated pages, along with a water-proof identification key for field
use.- Comprehensive illustrations and descriptions of all 25 mangrove plants found in New Caledonia.-...

210 pages |
500+ colour
photos and
colour
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps |
MangroveWatch
Publications

Natural History
Exotic Animal Field Guide
Nonnative Hoofed Mammals in the United States
Elizabeth Cary Mungall(Author), Charly Seale(Foreword By), Christian Mungall(Contributor)
Since Elizabeth Cary Mungall's original Exotic Animal Field Guide was published in 2007, the diversity and number of species of
nonnative hoofed animals has surged in the United States. To better serve the growing industry of raising exotics and...

368 pages |
276 colour
photos, 2 b/w
illustrations, 93
colour
distribution
maps, 8 tables
| Texas A & M
University
Press

Hardback
#263953
2024
9780820363332
£29.99

Hardback
#264048
2023
9781032069180
£130.00

Paperback
#264086
2023
9789811690303
£130.00
Hardback
#264085
2022
9789811690273
£130.00

Paperback
#264157
2023
9780992365929
£69.99

Flexibound
#263986
May-
2024
9781648432064
£37.99
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Capturing the Essence
Techniques for Bird Artists
William T Cooper(Author)
Once described by Sir David Attenborough as 'the best ornithological illustrator alive', William T. Cooper was a generous mentor to many
wildlife artists. His willingness to share his knowledge and skills is epitomised in Capturing the...

128 pages |
139 colour
illustrations |
CSIRO

Bayou-Diversity
Nature and People in the Louisiana Bayou Country
Kelby Ouchley(Author)
Louisiana's bayous and their watersheds teem with cypress trees, alligators, crawfish, and many other life forms. From Bayou Tigre to
Half Moon Bayou, these sluggish streams meander through lowlands, marshes, and even uplands to dominate the...

240 pages |
b/w
illustrations,
maps |
Louisiana
State
University
Press

Finding Eden
A Journey into the Heart of Borneo
Robin Hanbury-Tenison(Author), John Hemming(Foreword By)
"Sometimes it feels as though the whole planet has been so polluted and ravaged that there are no Edens left, but they are there to be
found by those who step off the beaten track... So it was with mine."Fifty years ago the interior of...

275 pages | 8
plates with 11
colour photos;
50 b/w photos |
IB Tauris

Next to Nature
A Lifetime in the English Countryside
Ronald Blythe(Author), Richard Mabey(Introduction By), Julia Blackburn(Contributor), Mark Cocker(Contributor), Ian Collins(Contributor),
Maggi Hambling(Contributor), James Hamilton-Paterson(Contributor), Alexandra Harris(Contributor), Richard Holloway(Contributor),
Olivia Laing(Contributor), Robert MacFarlane(Contributor), Vikram Seth(Contributor), Hilary Spurling(Contributor), Frances
Ward(Contributor), Rowan Williams(Contributor)
Ronald Blythe lived at the end of an overgrown farm track deep in the rolling countryside of the Stour Valley, on the border between
Suffolk and Essex. His home was Bottengoms Farm, a sturdy yeoman's house once owned by the artist John Nash. From...

472 pages |
b/w
illustrations |
John Murray

Let's Save the Okavango Delta
Why We Must Protect Our Planet
Catherine Barr(Author), Jean Claude(Illustrator)
Discover why we must protect Okavango Delta from climate change.Explore the Okavango Delta, Africa’s incredible inland wetland, a
sparkling jewel at the heart of the Kalahari Desert. This richly illustrated picture book brings to life this...

32 pages |
colour
illustrations |
Walker Books

Hardback
#264150
Jun-
2024
9781486318612
£44.99

Paperback
#264131
2023
9780807177815
£21.99
Hardback
#226102
2011
9780807138595
£23.99

Paperback
#263357
Aug-
2024
9780755650637
£12.99

Paperback
#264102
2023
9781399804691
£12.99
Hardback
#258038
2022
9781399804660
£24.99

Paperback
#264119
2024
9781529517439
£7.99
Hardback
#259449
2023
9781406399684
£12.99
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The Ship Beneath the Ice
The Discovery of Shackleton's Endurance
Mensun Bound(Author), Dan Snow(Foreword By)
The extraordinary story of how the Endurance, Sir Ernest Shackleton's ship, was found in the most hostile sea on Earth, told by the man
leading the search.On 21 November 1915, Sir Ernest Shackleton's ship, Endurance, finally succumbed to the...

432 pages |
Pan Macmillan

Windswept
Life, Nature and Deep Time in the Scottish Highlands
Annie Worsley(Author)
A beautiful memoir of what it means to live in the rugged, awe-inspiring Scotland Highlands.Annie Worsley is a Professor of
Environmental Change. A few years ago, she took the plunge and moved to the remote North West Highlands of Scotland. It is a...

284 pages | 32
colour photos |
William Collins
(HarperCollins
imprint)

Country Matters
A Countryside Companion: 74 Tips, Tales and Talking Points
Jonny Meg(Author), Jonny Clothier(Author)
Need advice on how to raise a chicken or pluck a pheasant? Wondering how to train your dog, catch a mole or sneak through a field of
cows? Perhaps you're after the secret to the fattest pumpkin, the wormiest compost, the classiest snowdrop? Or...

368 pages |
b/w
illustrations |
Profile Books

Wild Service
A Culture of Connection and Care
Nick Hayes(Editor), Jon Moses(Editor)
Blending woodcut illustrations by Hayes (author of The Book of Trespass) with insightful long-form essays, this is a hopeful manifesto for
a new relationship with the natural world, compiled in the wake of Britain coming bottom in a study which rated...

320 pages |
Bloomsbury
Publishing

Droppings, Dung & Scats of Southern African Wildlife
Lee Gutteridge(Author)
One of the keys to understanding the life of the Southern African bush is through identifying the droppings of wild animals. Whether you
call it scat, poop, spraint, tath or fewmets, the presence of a pile of this stuff on the garden lawn, a pathway...

136 pages |
colour photos |
Jacana
Publishers

Matagorda Magic
The Hidden Life of a Texas Bay
Kimberly Ridley(Author), Rebekah Raye(Illustrator)
This book for young readers allows you to follow the lives of a resident family of American oystercatchers as you explore the diversity of
an estuary, where rivers meet the sea, in Matagorda Bay. Celebrate the unique ecology of the bay as its own...

64 pages | 43
colour
illustrations |
Texas A & M
University
Press

Paperback
#264203
2023
9781035008421
£10.99

Paperback
#262279
Aug-
2024
9780008278403
£10.99
Hardback
#260180
2023
9780008278373
£16.99

Paperback
#263964
May-
2024
9781788168700
£10.99
Hardback
#261775
2023
9781788168694
£17.99

Hardback
#263946
Apr-
2024
9781526673312
£19.99

Paperback
#263947
Mar-
2024
9781431433803
£12.99

Hardback
#263956
Feb-
2024
9781648431319
£24.99
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The Life Cycle
8,000 Miles in the Andes by Bamboo Bike
Kate Rawles(Author)
One woman's journey through South America – and the devastating story of our planet's disappearing biodiversityPedalling hard for
thirteen months, eco-adventurer Kate Rawles cycled the length of the Andes on an eccentric bicycle she...

464 pages |
Icon Books

The Unlikely Hero
The Story of Wolf 8
Rick McIntyre(Author), David A Poulsen(Author)
The Young Readers' Edition of Rick McIntyre's The Rise of Wolf 8.For readers of Pax and A Wolf Called Wander comes the gripping true
story of one of Yellowstone's most famous wolves. In this easy-to-follow book, renowned wolf researcher...

120 pages |
Greystone
Books

Traveler, Scholar, Political Adventurer
A Transylvanian Baron at the Birth of Albanian Independence: the Memoirs of Franz Nopcsa
Franz Nopcsa(Author), Robert Elsie(Editor)
The Austro-Hungarian aristocrat of Transylvanian origin, Baron Franz Nopcsa (1877-1933), was one of the most adventuresome
travellers and scholars of Southeast Europe in the early decades of the twentieth century. He was also a palaeontologist of...

250 pages |
Central
European
University
Press

Wild Girls
How the Outdoors Shaped the Women Who Challenged a Nation
Tiya Miles(Author)
An award-winning historian shows how girls who found self-understanding in the natural world became women who changed
America.Harriet Tubman, forced to labour outdoors on a Maryland plantation, learned from the land a terrain for escape. Louisa May...

192 pages | 11
illustrations |
W.W. Norton &
Co.

Hell on Ice
The Saga of the Jeanette
Edward Ellsberg(Author)
Hell on Ice: The Saga of the "Jeanette", first published in 1938, is the tragic story of the ill-fated ship, Jeannette, and her attempt to reach
the North Pole via the Bering Sea in 1879. Written in novel form and narrated by the...

434 pages |
IngramSpark

The Last Days of Ernest Shackleton
A First Hand Account by George Ross when on the Quest Expedition
George Henry Ross(Author)
The Last Days of Ernest Shackleton, is a unique and fully illustrated account of Shackleton's death and burial in South Georgia from the
personal point of view of a seaman on the Quest Expedition by the name of George Ross. George joined the...

203 pages |
b/w photos,
b/w
illustrations,
b/w maps |
Reardon
Publishing

Wild Treasures
A Year of Extraordinary Encounters with Cornwall's Wildlife
Hannah Stitfall(Author)
Get up close to Cornwall's wildlife with this magical guide to the yearHannah Stitfall is a TV presenter and zoologist, who regularly gets up
in the early hours of the morning to try and catch sight of some of Cornwall's best hidden wildlife....

256 pages | 50
photos and
illustrations |
Gaia Books

Paperback
#263967
Jun-
2024
9781785788673
£11.99

Hardback
#263969
Jun-
2024
9781778400223
£14.99

Paperback
#263980
2023
9789633861042
£20.99
Hardback
#263979
2014
9786155225802
£63.99

Hardback
#264001
2023
9781324020875
£17.99

Paperback
#264009
2023
9781088144923
£19.99

Hardback
#264019
2023
9781901037210
£43.99

Hardback
#264021
Apr-
2024
9781856755221
£18.99
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Art & Nature in the Outer Hebrides
Bruce Kendrick(Author)
The Outer Hebrides is an island archipelago on the remotest north-western periphery of a bigger island archipelago, itself part of Europe's
Atlantic coastline. And what is Atlantic Europe if not the north-western tip of the vast land mass of...

224 pages |
120 colour
photos |
Whittles
Publishing

Bird Student
An Autobiography
George Miksch Sutton(Author)
At thirteen, George Miksch Sutton planned a school of ornithology centered around his collection of bird skins, feathers, bones, nests,
eggs, and a prized stuffed crow. As an adult, he became one of the most prominent ornithologists and bird artists...

232 pages |
University of
Texas Press

Biodiversity in Vidyasagar University Campus
A Pictorial Atlas
Debdulal Banerjee(Editor), Sagar Acharya(Editor), Kausik Ghosh(Editor), Ramkrishna Maiti(Editor)
This book documents the Biodiversity of Vidyasagar University campus in the Indian state of West Bengal. The campus, which is located
within the boundaries of a considerable green patch, provides an excellent ground for a variety of flora and fauna....

232 pages |
colour photos,
colour maps |
Vidyasagar
University

A Natural History of the Emirates
John A Burt(Author)
For many people, thoughts of the United Arab Emirates conjure images of ultramodern skyscrapers and rolling sand dunes. However, the
Emirates are a rich mosaic of ecosystems and habitats that support surprisingly diverse communities of organisms, and...

748 pages |
423 colour
photos |
Springer
Nature

The Earthshot Prize: A Handbook for Dreamers and Thinkers
Solutions to Repair our Planet
Colin Butfield(Author), Jonnie Hughes(Author), Cristina Guitain(Illustrator), HRH Prince William(Foreword By), Sir David
Attenborough(Contributor), Christiana Figueres(Contributor), Shailene Woodley(Contributor)
An empowering and practical handbook for young changemakers who want to save the planet. Published in collaboration with the
prestigious Earthshot Prize, featuring an introduction from HRH Prince William and contributions from environmental activists...

240 pages |
b/w photos,
b/w
illustrations |
Wren & Rook
(Hachette
Children's
Group imprint)

Heard Island
Two Centuries of Change, and More Coming
Robert William Schmieder(Author)
This highly illustrated volume is a compendium of evidence and examples of change on Heard Island, a World Heritage Site near
Antarctica and one of the most remote places on Earth. Drawing on records from the past two centuries, as well as his own...

882 pages |
890 colour &
10 b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#264034
2023
9781849955669
£18.99

Paperback
#264039
1980
9780292756724
£27.99

Hardback
#264044
2019
9788193476659
£99.99

Paperback
#264050
2023
9783031373992
£34.99
Hardback
#264049
2023
9783031373961
£44.99

Paperback
#264051
2023
9781526364692
£10.99

Hardback
#264092
2023
9783031203428
£220.00
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Be a Nature Explorer!
Outdoor Activities and Adventures
Peter Wohlleben(Author), Belle Wuthrich(Illustrator), Jane Billinghurst(Translated by)
For kids ages 6 to 10, this nature activity guide is the perfect companion for every child's next outdoor adventure, from the New York
Times bestselling author of The Hidden Life of Trees and Can You Hear the Trees Talking?. An excellent resource...

94 pages |
colour photos,
colour
illustrations |
Greystone
Books

Plantas y Animales de la Sierra de San Javier: Guía Visual [Plants and Animals of the Sierra de San Javier: Visual Guide]
Alfredo Grau(Editor)
The slopes of the San Javier mountain range, located in the province of Tucumán, Argentina, are a mosaic of thousands of hectares of
forests, bushes and grasslands. In these forests, huge trees dominate, but dozens of vines climb up and...

324 pages |
colour photos |
Ediciones del
Subtrópico

Bird, Bee & Bug Houses
Homes and Habitats for Garden Wildlife
Susie Behar(Author), Esther Coombs(Illustrator)
Bird, Bee & Bug Houses shows children how to support garden wildlife by making sustainable bird, bee and bug houses, as well as how
to create habitats through small, achievable projects.Perfect for young naturalists, this beautifully illustrated,...

56 pages | 230
Illustrations,
color | Button
Books

Discovering Natural Tasmania
Parks, Reserves, Forests, Coasts
Gillian Souter(Author)
Tasmania is an outdoor lover's paradise – the best-known hiking destination in Australia and must-visit destination for any Australian (or
visitor to Australia) who loves the outdoors. Over half of Tasmania consists of national parks,...

248 pages |
colour photos,
colour maps |
Woodslane
Press

John Gwyn Jeffreys: Un Naturalista Britannico nella Liguria di Metà '800, la Sua Vita, i Suoi Scritti [A British Naturalist in Mid-
19th Century Liguria, His Life, His Writings]
Giovanni Repetto(Author)
The book contains a biography of the English malacologist John Gwyn Jeffreys with numerous illustrations and a special focus on a study trip
he made in Liguria.Summary in Italian:Vengono riportate la vita e le opere del malacologo inglese John Gwyn...

78 pages |
95 colour
& b/w
photos and
b/w
illustrations
| Edizioni
Danaus

Widows of the Ice
The Women that Scott's Antarctic Expedition Left Behind
Anne Fletcher(Author)
As Captain Scott lay freezing and starving to death on his return journey from the South Pole, he wrote with a stub of pencil his final
words: 'For God's sake look after our people'. Uppermost in his mind were the three women who would...

320 pages | 16
plates with b/w
photos |
Amberley
Publishing

Paperback
#264147
2024
9781771649698
£8.99

Paperback
#264179
2021
9789874721150
£79.99

Hardback
#264189
May-
2024
9781787081444
£12.99

Paperback
#264191
2023
9781922800138
£39.99

Paperback
#264201
2023
£79.99

Paperback
#264205
2023
9781398117310
£10.99
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The Highlands and Islands of Scotland
A New History
Alistair Moffat(Author)
Alistair Moffat tells the extraordinary story of the Highlands in the most detailed book ever written about this remarkable part of
Scotland.The chronicle begins millions of years ago, with the dramatic geological events that formed the awe-inspiring...

512 pages |
Birlinn
Publishing

Isolated Wonder
A Scientist in the Robinson Crusoe Islands
Tod F Stuessy(Author)
An exploration of the Robinson Crusoe Islands, a national park of Chile located more than four hundred miles west of the South American
continent.The classic novel Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe was based on the true adventures of Alexander Selkirk,...

312 pages |
Missouri
Botanical
Garden Press

Set My Hand Upon the Plough
EM Barraud(Author), Luke Turner(Introduction By)
In 1939 the writer Enid Barraud, disillusioned with her city life, left London and went to live in a village in Cambridgeshire, joining what
became known as The Women's Land Army, one of thousands of women who worked the land, while war raged...

b/w photos |
Little Toller
Books

Deer Island
From London to Jura, a Journey into Memory and Wilderness
Neil Ansell(Author)
At the beginning of the 1980s, Neil Ansell lived in a series of squats across London, becoming part of a floating community of rough
sleepers and volunteers who gave companionship and support to one another. But Britain was changing fast. Margaret...

Little Toller
Books

Reference
Forest Measurements
Harold E Burkhart(Author), Thomas Eugene Avery(Author), Bronson P Bullock(Author)
Harold Burkhart and Bronson Bullock have updated the quintessential introduction to forest measurements, providing a new generation of
forestry students at all levels with the concepts and methods they need for career success. With attention to...

434 pages |
illustrations,
tables |
Waveland
Press

The Serengeti Rules
The Quest to Discover How Life Works and Why it Matters
Sean B Carroll(Author)
How does life work? How does nature produce the right numbers of zebras and lions on the African savanna, or fish in the ocean? How
do our bodies produce the right numbers of cells in our organs and bloodstream?In The Serengeti Rules, award-winning...

263 pages | 18
b/w photos, 26
b/w
illustrations, 1
b/w map |
Princeton
University
Press

Hardback
#264218
Jun-
2024
9781780278575
£25.00

Paperback
#264225
2024
9781935641285
£89.99

Paperback
#264236
2024
9781915068323
£14.00

Paperback
#264237
2024
9781915068330
£10.00

Paperback
#264108
2018
9781478636182
£170.00

Paperback
#264228
Oct-
2024
9780691264295
£15.99
Paperback
#234241
2017
9780691175683
£8.99
Hardback
#225742
2016
9780691167428
£17.99
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The Death of Expertise
The Campaign against Established Knowledge and Why it Matters
Tom Nichols(Author)
Building on his enormously successful first edition, Tom Nichols confirms his thesis that events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, prove
that the assault on expertise has only intensified.Fully updated chapters continue to address how technology and...

288 pages | no
illustrations |
Oxford
University
Press USA

The Skeptics' Guide to the Future
What Yesterday's Science and Science Fiction Tell Us About the World of Tomorrow
Steven Novella(Author), Bob Novella(Co-Author), Jay Novella(Co-Author)
Our predictions of the future are a wild fantasy, inextricably linked to our present hopes and fears, biases and ignorance. Whether they be
the outlandish leaps predicted in the 1920s, like multi-purpose utility belts with climate control...

414 pages | no
illustrations |
Hodder &
Stoughton

Life As No One Knows It
The Physics of Life's Emergence
Sara Imari Walker(Author)
What is life? This is among the most difficult open problems in science, right up there with the nature of consciousness and the existence
of matter. All the definitions we have fall short. None help us understand how life originates or the full...

320 pages |
The Bridge
Street Press

Conservation & Biodiversity
Seeds on Ice
Svalbard and the Global Seed Vault
Cary Fowler(Author), Mari Tefre(Photographer), Jim Richardson(Photographer), Sir Peter R Crane(Preface By)
The remarkable story of the Global Seed Vault – and the valiant effort to save the past and the future of agriculture: Now updated with a
new chapter by the author and photos from recent improvements in the facilities.Closer to the North Pole...

176 pages |
colour & b/w
photos,
illustrations,
maps | Easton
Studio Press

Indigeneity and the Sacred
Indigenous Revival and the Conservation of Sacred Natural Sites in the Americas
Fausto O Sarmiento(Editor), Sarah Hitchner(Editor)
This book presents current research in the political ecology of indigenous revival and its role in nature conservation in critical areas in the
Americas. An important contribution to evolving studies on conservation of sacred natural sites (SNS),...

278 pages |
Berghahn
Books Ltd

Paperback
#263983
Jul-
2024
9780197763834
£13.99
Hardback
#263982
Jun-
2024
9780197763827
£58.99

Paperback
#264207
2023
9781399706735
£10.99
Hardback
#257691
2022
9781399706698
£13.50

Hardback
#263712
Aug-
2024
9780349128245
£24.99

Hardback
#264011
Jun-
2024
9781632261397
£31.99

Paperback
#264177
2019
9781789204957
£27.99
Hardback
#240342
2017
9781785333965
£110.00
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Traffication
How Cars Destroy Nature & What We Can Do About It
Paul Donald(Author)
Traffication develops a bold new idea: that the trillions of miles of driving we do each year are just as destructive to our natural
environment as any of the better-known threats, such as habitat loss or intensive farming. The problem is not simply...

279 pages |
b/w photos,
b/w
illustrations |
Pelagic
Publishing

The Other Side of Nowhere
Exploring Big Bend Ranch State Park and Its Flora
Roy Morey(Author), Andrew Sansom(Foreword By), David H Riskind(Foreword By)
Acquired by the State of Texas in 1988 and first opened to the public as Big Bend State Natural Area in 1991, Big Bend Ranch State Park
(BBR) lies within the southern Big Bend of the Trans-Pecos, encompassing some 492 square miles of the Chihuahuan...

480 pages |
570 colour
photos, 7
colour maps |
Texas A & M
University
Press

The Rough Guide to Rewilding in Britain
20 Special Places to Reconnect with Nature
The Rough Guide to Rewilding in Britain reveals 20 destinations to take travellers across Britain to some of its most beautiful and wild
escapes in nature in a brand-new, inspirational coffee-table book.With an introduction to the importance of...

204 pages |
colour photos,
colour maps |
Rough Guides

Great Stories of New Zealand Conservation
Alan Froggatt(Author)
New Zealand has an extraordinary range of plants and animals, yet a great many species are trending towards extinction. The arrival of
humans to the country, and the predators we brought with us, pushed the natural world to the brink. But while we...

208 pages |
White Cloud
Books

Treewilding
Our Past, Present and Future Relationship with Forests
Jake M Robinson(Author)
As we clear millions of hectares of forests globally, the challenge of restoring these precious ecosystems becomes ever more pressing.
The stakes are high: a staggering 95% of Earth's land could succumb to degradation by 2050. While the task...

336 pages |
Pelagic
Publishing

Paperback
#264113
Aug-
2024
9781784274849
£11.99
Hardback
#259458
2023
9781784274443
£19.99

Hardback
#263955
Feb-
2024
9781648431067
£49.99

Paperback
#263972
Jul-
2024
9781835290118
£16.99

Paperback
#264095
Feb-
2024
9781776940066
£17.99

Hardback
#264112
Aug-
2024
9781784274801
£19.99
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Conflict-Sensitive Conservation
Lessons from the Global Environment Facility
Carl Bruch(Author), Geeta Batra(Author), Anupam Anand(Author), Shehla Chowdhury(Author), Sierra Killian(Author)
This book provides an empirically formulated foundation for conflict-sensitive conservation, a field in which the existing literature relies
primarily on anecdotal evidence.Seeking to better understand the impact of conflict on the implementation and...

232 pages | 20
b/w
illustrations,
tables |
Routledge

Weather Stations for Biodiversity
A Comprehensive Approach to an Automated and Modular Monitoring System
Johann-Wolfgang Wägele(Editor), Georg F Tschan(Editor)
Biodiversity loss is one of the biggest issues facing our planet. While it is clear that the underlying causes, as with climate change, are
man-made, documenting and quantifying biodiversity change both in space and time is challenging. A promising...

218 pages |
illustrations |
Pensoft
Publishers

People, Parks, and Power
The Ethics of Conservation-Related Resettlement
Maria Sapignoli(Author), Robert K Hitchcock(Author)
This book presents a critical review of the ethics of conservation-related resettlement. The authors examine what has become known as
the "parks versus people" debate, also known as the "new conservation debate", which has pitted...

101 pages | 2
b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

The Biology and Conservation of Animal Populations
John A Vucetich(Author)
A foundational text on animal population conservation featuring practical applications and case studies.The study of animal populations is
integral to wildlife ecology and conservation. Analyzing population biology data can help facilitate the...

312 pages | 8
b/w photos and
86 b/w
illustrations |
Johns Hopkins
University
Press

Zoo Taiping & Night Safari
Parak, Malaysia
The award-winning Zoo Taiping & Night Safari is Perak’s top tourist attraction and Malaysia’s first night safari. Founded in 1961, the 34-
acre zoo is located within the famous Taiping Lake Gardens and is run by the Taiping Municipal...

160 pages |
colour & b/w
photos | Areca
Books

Ornithology
Roberts Bird Guide
Greater Kruger National Park
Duncan McKenzie(Author), Hugh Chittenden(Author), Ian D Whyte(Author)
This completely revised field guide to one of Africa’s finest birding spots, the Kruger National Park and adjacent Lowveld, is packed with
new information on all of the more than 550 species that have been recorded to date. This includes...

340 pages |
colour
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps | Jacana
Publishers

Paperback
#264161
2023
9781032397955
£35.99
Hardback
#264160
2023
9781032397948
£130.00

Paperback
#264169
2024
9786192481223
£110.00

Paperback
#264199
2023
9783031392665
£39.99

Hardback
#264226
Aug-
2024
9781421449173
£62.00

Hardback
#264240
2023
9789675719448
£170.00

Paperback
#263948
Mar-
2024
9781920602079
£12.99
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Birds of Western Australia
The Field Guide
Simon J Nevill(Author)
Birds of Western Australia is the most accessible yet effectively comprehensive guide to all the species that are commonly – and even not
so commonly – found in the State, covering the vast majority of sedentary birds and regular...

431 pages |
colour photos,
4 colour maps,
colour
distribution
maps |
Woodslane Pty
Ltd

Birdwatching in Maine
The Complete Site Guide
Derek J Lovitch(Editor)
An invaluable site guide for New England birders, now available in a new updated edition.With over 470 species of birds recorded, Maine
offers an abundance of birding opportunities for people of all levels of interest and experience, from those...

480 pages |
109 colour
photos, colour
maps |
Brandeis
University
Press

Field Guide to Birds of North Queensland
Phil Gregory(Author), Jun Matsui(Author)
The Far North Queensland region in Australia extends from Townsville across the tablelands region to the Gulf of Carpentaria, and
includes all of the Cape York Peninsula to the Torres Strait. The many diverse habitats include a large section of the...

448 pages |
colour photos |
New Holland
Publishers

Be a Birder
The Joy of Birdwatching and How to Get Started
Hamza Yassin(Author), Rebecca Seddon(Illustrator)
Discover the wonderful world of birdwatching with wildlife cameraman Hamza Yassin.Journey along with Hamza as he recounts stories of
his birdwatching adventures and shares tips and tricks in this beautifully illustrated guide for beginning birders....

294 pages | 50
b/w
illustrations |
Gaia Books

The Golden Eagle Around the World
A Monograph on a Holarctic Raptor
Jesús Bautista Rodriguez(Author), David H Ellis(Author)
Unlike all other monographs on the Golden Eagle, each of which had a regional focus on the study area of the author, this book represents
the most wide-ranging compilation of Golden Eagle research ever. With over 175 authors reporting on more than...

928 pages
| 1150
colour
photos,
b/w
illustrations
| Hancock
House
Publishers

ID Handbook of European Birds (2-Volume Set)
Nils van Duivendijk(Author), Marc Guyt(Author)
Would you like to be able to identify any bird species in Europe, in all plumages, in every season? ID Handbook of European Birds is the
resource for you. This identification handbook blends incisive descriptions with stunning high-resolution photos...

1048 pages |
500 colour
photos |
Princeton
University
Press

Flexibound
#264038
2023
9781922800596
£39.99

Paperback
#263961
Mar-
2024
9781684581993
£27.99

Paperback
#264047
2023
9781921073199
£49.99

Paperback
#264231
May-
2024
9781856755108
£10.99
Hardback
#261436
2023
9781856755092
£16.99

Hardback
#263609
Aug-
2024
9780691253572
£69.99
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Migration Mysteries
Adventures, Disasters, and Epiphanies in a Life with Birds
John H Rappole(Author)
Research scientist John H. Rappole's lifelong journey has been in search of one thing – finding out why birds migrate. The developer and
chief proponent of the "dispersal theory" of bird migration, Rappole takes readers on a tour...

400 pages | 61
photos, 6
illustrations, 7
maps | Texas A
& M University
Press

A Study of the Avifauna of Manipur
N Thambalshangbi Devi(Author)
This publication describes the lives and nature of rare birds seen in the northeast Indian state of Manipur.

500 pages |
colour & b/w
illustrations, 1
b/w map |
Ashangba
Communication

Bird Tales from the Himalayas
Sanjay Sondhi(Author), Anusha Menon(Illustrator)
Sanjay Sondhi’s Doon Watch column in Hindustan Times, spanning about 500 weekly articles, set high standards on what nature
reporting could mean, somewhat in the tradition of naturalist and writer M. Krishnan. This book builds partly on that...

104 pages |
colour
illustrations |
Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal
Singh

Stalking the Ghost Bird
The Elusive Ivory-Billed Woodpecker in Louisiana
Michael K Steinberg(Author)
When a kayaker thought he spotted an ivory-billed woodpecker in 2004, the birding community took notice. Two birders travelled to the
bayou where the sighting occurred, well aware that the last confirmed sighting of an ivory-bill had taken place over...

200 pages | 8
b/w photos, 4
b/w maps |
Louisiana
State
University
Press

Bird Tracks
Easily Identify 55 Common North American Species
Jonathan Poppele(Author)
Identify bird tracks with this pocket-size booklet, organized by track shape for convenience of use.Whether you're a tracker who studies
animal tracks, a bird watcher, a gardener, or simply someone who appreciates nature and all of its...

36 pages |
colour photos,
colour
illustrations |
Adventure
Publications

Botany

Hardback
#263985
Mar-
2024
9781648431838
£41.99

Paperback
#264025
2022
9789385460562
£44.99

Paperback
#264041
2022
9788195424719
£59.99

Paperback
#264156
Apr-
2024
9780807181744
£21.99
Hardback
#264155
2008
9780807133057
£21.99

Spiralbound
#264209
2023
9781647553913
£9.99
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Mineral Nutrition and Plant Disease
Lawrence E Datnoff(Editor), Wade H Elmer(Editor), Fabrício A Rodrigues(Editor)
Mineral Nutrition and Plant Disease was the first book to successfully combine the two important plant science disciplines of nutrition
and pathology. Soon after its publication by APS PRESS in 2007, the book received a CHOICE (Current Reviews for...

488 pages |
colour & b/w
photos, colour &
b/w illustrations,
colour tables |
American
Phytopathological
Society

Cronin's Key Guide to Australian Wildflowers
Leonard Cronin(Author)
Featuring approximately 600 species from all parts of the country, this is a handy reference for identifying Australian wildflowers, fully
updated and revised.This is both a field guide for travellers and a reference book for the home library. It...

232 pages |
colour
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps | Allen &
Unwin

Appalachian Plants
In the Garden, In the Yard, and In the Wild
Linda Hager Pack(Author), Pat Banks(Illustrator)
In Appalachian Plants: In the Garden, In the Yard, and In the Wild, Linda Hager Pack takes readers on a journey through the historical
wilds of Appalachia, remembering a time when Appalachians relied on plants for much more than feeding their...

100 pages | 43
colour
illustrations |
University
Press of
Kentucky

Euphorbia in Southern Africa, Volume 1
Peter V Bruyns(Author)
This book presents a new account of Euphorbia in southern Africa. Euphorbia is the second largest genus of plants in the world.
Southern Africa enjoys a high diversity in Euphorbia and 170 species occur here naturally....

474 pages |
719 colour &
b/w photos,
102 b/w line
drawings,
colour
distribution
maps |
Springer
Nature

Hardback
#264217
2023
9780890546789
£299.00

Paperback
#264033
2023
9781761470240
£39.99

Hardback
#264078
Jun-
2024
9780813198941
£24.99

Paperback
#264194
2023
9783030494049
£110.00
Hardback
#251062
2022
9783030494018
£159.99
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Euphorbia in Southern Africa, Volume 2
Peter V Bruyns(Author)
This book presents a new account of Euphorbia in southern Africa. Euphorbia is the second largest genus of plants in the world.
Southern Africa enjoys a high diversity in Euphorbia and 170 species occur here naturally....

572 pages |
723 colour
photos, 100
line drawings |
Springer
Nature

An Almost Impossible Thing
The Radical Lives of Britain's Pioneering Women Gardeners
Fiona Davison(Author)
While working as Head of Libraries and Exhibitions at the Royal Horticultural Society, Fiona Davison came across a cache of letters from
a young gardener who was denied a scholarship by the RHS on the grounds that she was female. Intrigued by what...

294 pages |
b/w photos,
b/w
illustrations |
Little Toller
Books

Flora of Thailand, Volume 4, Part 3.3
Leguminosae - Papilionoideae
Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor), Pranom Chantaranothai(Author)
This volume continues coverage of the Leguminosae subfamily Papilionoideae which is its largest subfamily with 503 genera and ca 14,000
species, distributed throughout the world. Currently, 99 genera and 442 species of Papilionoideae are known...

237 pages |
24 plates
with colour
photos; b/w
line
drawings |
Forest
Herbarium,
Royal
Forest
Department

Flora of Thailand, Volume 16, Part 2
Zingiberaceae
Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor)
This volume covers the ginger family (Zingiberaceae), a family of flowering plants made up of approximately 50 genera and about 1600
known species.

428 pages |
48 plates
with colour
photos; b/w
line
drawings |
Forest
Herbarium,
Royal
Forest
Department

Naturalist's Austin
A Guide to the Plants and Animals of Central Texas
Lynne M Weber(Author), Jim Weber(Author)
Naturalists Jim and Lynne Weber guide readers to the surprising natural diversity found in the urban wildscapes of the Texas capital city
and beyond. With clarity and depth of knowledge, Naturalist's Austin: A Guide to the Plants and Animals of...

336 pages |
650 colour
photos | Texas
A & M
University
Press

Paperback
#264193
2023
9783030494001
£110.00
Hardback
#251063
2022
9783030493981
£159.99

Paperback
#263999
Apr-
2024
9781915068378
£11.99

Paperback
#263926
2023
£120.00

Paperback
#263927
2023
£165.00

Paperback
#263954
Feb-
2024
9781648431692
£37.99
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The Pteridophytes of Kupwara, Jammu and Kashmir, India
An Illustrated Account
SP Khullar(Author), Christopher R Fraser-Jenkins(Author), Aadil Abdullah Khoja(Author)
Seventy-two species of pteridophytes are recorded from the Indian district Kupwara in Jammu & Kashmir, based mainly on the many
collections of pteridophytes made by the third author in an ongoing programme from that area, which lies slightly...

451 pages |
colour photos |
Indu Book
Services

Roots
A Field Guide For Identification
Kristin Moldestad(Author), Olve Lundetræ(Author)
A groundbreaking new field guide. Now available in English for the first time. What do roots look like? Is it possible to find out in the field
which tree species a root belongs to? The appearance of tree roots has barely been studied, but by...

108 pages |
colour photos |
Arboricultural
Association

Southwest Medicinal Plants
Identify, Harvest, and Use 112 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness
John Slattery(Author)
In Southwest Medicinal Plants, John Slattery is your trusted guide to finding, identifying, harvesting, and using 112 of the region’s most
powerful wild plants. You’ll learn how to safely and ethically forage, and how to use wild plants...

392 pages |
287 colour
photos |
Timber Press

Northeast Medicinal Plants
Identify, Harvest, and Use 111 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness
Liz Neves(Author)
In Northeast Medicinal Plants, Liz Neves is your trusted guide to finding, identifying, harvesting, and using 111 of the region's most
powerful wild plants. You'll learn how to safely and ethically forage, and how to use wild plants in herbal...

416 pages |
317 colour
photos, 24
illustrations |
Timber Press

Flores Nativas y Endemicas de Chile [Native and Endemic Flowers of Chile]
Renato Ripa(Author)
This photographic book gives a thorough overview of the native and endemic flowers in Chile. The book combined habitus photos with
close-up shots of flowers in both field and studio settings. For each species, scientific and vernacular names,...

440 pages |
colour photos |
Centro de
Entomologia
Aplicada Ltda

Orchids of Arunachal Pradesh
Sadanand Nagesh Hegde(Author), Ngilyang Tam(Editor), Jambey Tsering(Editor), Ona Apang(Editor)
From the preface:"This book contains ten chapters about the orchid diversity of the northeast Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh, their
morphological description, habitat distribution, cultivation methods, micro-propagation procedures, breeding...

168 pages |
colour photos,
1 colour map |
Department of
Environment
and Forests,
Government of
Arunachal
Pradesh

Paperback
#263978
2023
9789391377670
£199.00

Spiralbound
#263998
2024
9780900978753
£39.99

Paperback
#264007
2020
9781604699111
£24.99

Paperback
#264008
2020
9781604699135
£24.99

Hardback
#264030
2023
9789564165820
£215.00

Hardback
#264035
2017
9789352681860
£59.99
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Edible and Medicinal Flora of the West Coast
The Pacific Northwest and British Columbia
Collin Varner(Author)
The coastal Pacific Northwest of North America is home to a multitude of edible and medicinal plant species, edible mushrooms, and
marine plants – from Black Gooseberry to Western Tea-Berry, from Golden Chanterelle to Yellow Morel Mushroom, and...

272 pages |
150 colour
photos, 1 map
| University of
Washington
Press

Urban Plants & Flowers of Lower Assam
Puranjoy Mipun(Author)
This book provides first-hand detailed information about plants on the B.N. College campus in the Indian state of Assam. Each plant with
its flowering and fruiting stage is highlighted mainly for its proper identification. Other important data are...

136 pages |
colour photos,
colour maps |
Purbanchal
Prakash

Gardening with Winter Plants
Tony Hall(Author)
Winter doesn't have to be a time of year to put your garden to bed. Gardening with Winter Plants is a guide to the range of wonderful
plants that will bring colour and interest to your garden at a time of year that can seem dull and grey. In this...

160 pages |
colour photos |
Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

RHS The Winter Garden
Celebrating the Forgotten Season
Naomi Slade(Author)
Unlock your garden's winter potential and see the beauty and promise of the colder months with award-winning garden designer and
author, Naomi Slade.There is so much to marvel at in a winter garden. As summer flowers fade and autumn winds strip...

224 pages |
colour photos |
Dorling
Kindersley

Climate Adaptive Gardening
The Essential Guide to Gardening Sustainably
Kelvin Mason(Author)
This book covers a range of methods to create a sustainable garden with a low carbon footprint that will continue to thrive as the climate
changes in the future. It includes ideas and suggestions on how to design and maintain a low-carbon garden that...

144 pages |
209 colour
photos |
Crowood Press

Beginners Guide to Freshwater Diatoms
David G Seamer(Author)
Beginners Guide to Freshwater Diatoms is produced by Australian artist and microscopist David Seamer. The book is filled with line drawings
by the author from live microscopic observations of 53 genera of freshwater diatoms. The guide is spiralbound...

19 pages |
b/w line
drawings |
David
Seamer
(privately
published)

Beginners Guide to the Desmids
David G Seamer(Author)
Beginners Guide to the Desmids is produced by Australian artist and microscopist David Seamer. The book is filled with line drawings by the
author from live microscopic observations of 38 genera of desmids, an order of Charophyta (freshwater green...

27 pages |
b/w line
drawings |
David
Seamer
(privately
published)

Paperback
#264040
2023
9780295751849
£19.99

Hardback
#264057
2022
9789391878030
£49.99

Hardback
#264094
2023
9781842467947
£29.99

Hardback
#264132
2023
9780241575857
£24.99

Paperback
#264137
2023
9780719842696
£16.99

Spiralbound
#264142
2019
£29.99

Spiralbound
#264143
2020
£29.99
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Bijaysal
A Monograph of Pterocarpus marsupium in Nepal
Lajmina Joshi(Editor)
Pterocarpus marsupium, commonly known as "Bijaysal" in Nepal, is a deciduous tree in the family Fabaceae. The aqueous extract of its
wood has been used against diabetes in mice for a very long time and the species has been highly exploited...

86 pages |
colour & b/w
illustrations,
colour & b/w
maps |
National
Herbarium and
Plant
Laboratories,
Department of
Plant
Resources,
Government of
Nepal

Atlas of Chinese Native Orchids
Xiaohua Jin(Author), Jianwu Li(Author), Deping Ye(Author)
This book updates taxonomy information of orchids in China. China is one of the countries with the richest biodiversity. In China, all five
subfamilies of Orchidaceae are represented, about 1600 orchid species in 198 genera. All orchids are rare and...

776 pages |
2000 colour
photos, colour
distribution
maps, 10 b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

King Island Flora
A Field Guide
King Island Landcare(Author)
King Island, an island in the Bass Strait, belonging to the Australian state of Tasmania, has a distinct native vegetation. A unique
combination of climate, geology, landform, soils and history has created the current nature of King Island's...

137 pages |
colour photos,
colour
distribution
maps | King
Island Natural
Resource
Management
Group

Ponds
A Practical Guide to Design, Construction and Planting
David Kerr(Author)
It's almost impossible to overstate the benefits of creating a well-planned pond in your garden or field. This detailed and practical guide will
give the novice and experienced gardener alike a straightforward explanation of how to plan,...

208 pages |
450 colour
photos and b/w
illustrations |
Crowood Press

Mammals
Cetacea
Caroline R Weir(Editor), Peter GH Evans(Editor), Marianne Helene Rasmussen(Editor)
This volume provides comprehensive overviews of each European cetacean species’ biology including palaeontology, physiology,
genetics, reproduction and development, ecology, habitat, diet, mortality and age determination. Their economic...

900 pages |
200 colour &
30 b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#264163
2021
9789937947602
£44.99

Hardback
#264200
2023
9789819948529
£700.00

Spiralbound
#264210
2003
9780958188708
£39.99

Paperback
#264215
2023
9780719842535
£18.99

Hardback
#249981
Aug-
2024
9783030440312
£349.99
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The Redemption of Wolf 302
From Renegade to Yellowstone Alpha Male
Rick McIntyre(Author)
From the renowned wolf researcher and author of The Rise of Wolf 8 and The Reign of Wolf 21 comes a stunning account of an
unconventional alpha male.A lover, not a fighter. That was wolf 302. A renegade with an eye for the ladies, 302 was anything...

274 pages | 8
plates with
colour photos;
3 b/w maps |
Greystone
Books

Footprints in the Woods
The Secret Life of Forest and Riverbank
Sir John Lister-Kaye(Author)
Footprints in the Woods is John Lister-Kaye's account of a year spent observing the comings and goings of otters, beavers, badgers,
weasels and pine martens. This family – Mustelidae – all live in the wild at Aigas, the conservation...

192 pages | no
illustrations |
Canongate

The Evolution of Dasyurid Marsupials
Systematics and Family History
Carey Krajewski(Author), Michael Westerman(Author), Patricia A Woolley(Author)
The marsupial family Dasyuridae has a history of study extending from 18th-century naturalists to the modern genomics era. The
Evolution of Dasyurid Marsupials: Systematics and Family History tells the story of dasyurid evolution as it unfolded in...

368 pages |
176 colour
photos | CRC
Press

Sheeplands
How Sheep Shaped Wales and the World
Alan Marshall(Author)
Human civilisation was not just created by humans: we had the help of many creatures, and foremost among these were sheep. From
Argentina to Australia and from Mesopotamia to Mongolia, just about every country with hills and meadows has adopted and...

256 pages | no
illustrations |
Calon

Gorilla Tactics
How to Save a Species
Greg Cummings(Author)
Our love of gorillas has long been reflected in literature and films – Tarzan, King Kong, The Jungle Book, Gorillas in the Mist – and their
popularity continues to grow.Gorillas are among the most recognizable of the large charismatic...

320 pages |
Chicago
Review Press

The Hidden Language of Cats
How They Have Us at Meow
Sarah Brown(Author)
Ever wondered what all the meows mean? This book will translate them and ensure you never misunderstand a meow again. Today,
domestic cats live harmoniously with devoted owners all over the world. But how did the wildcats of old creep into our homes...

304 pages |
b/w
illustrations |
Michael
Joseph

Paperback
#263968
Jul-
2024
9781778400759
£14.99
Hardback
#253294
2021
9781771645270
£18.99

Paperback
#263993
Jul-
2024
9781838858803
£10.99
Hardback
#260791
2023
9781838858780
£16.99

Hardback
#263950
2024
9781032584546
£160.00

Hardback
#263970
Apr-
2024
9781915279385
£18.99

Hardback
#263974
Mar-
2024
9780897330312
£26.99

Hardback
#263975
2023
9780241655498
£16.99
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Canine Cognition and the Human Bond
Jeffrey R Stevens(Editor)
Dogs are a valued part of millions of households worldwide. They also serve many functions in human societies from herding livestock to
detecting drugs, explosives, or illegal wildlife to providing physical assistance or emotional support to those in...

140 pages | 1
b/w illustration
| Springer
Nature

Chauves-Souris et Forêt: Des Alliées Indispensables [Bats and Forest: Indispensable Allies]
Marine Lauer(Author), Laurent Tillon(Author)
Among the numerous animal and plant species sheltering in our forests, some are particularly discreet, even invisible to the forester and
the walker: bats or Chiroptera. These flying, nocturnal mammals, with very particular habits, are nevertheless...

64 pages |
colour photos |
Éditions
Lavoisier

Felinos de Sudamérica: Manuales de Campo [Felines of South America: Field Guide]
Javier Pereira(Author), Gustavo Aprile(Author), Luis Nuñez(Illustrator), Julia Rouaux(Illustrator)
Discover the fascinating world of South American felines with this zoology manual written by Javier Pereira and Gustavo Aprile. Immerse
yourself in the beauty and diversity of these species while learning about their habitat, behaviour, and unique...

104 pages |
250+ colour
photos, colour
& b/w
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps | Londaiz
Laborde
Ediciones

The Physiology of Dolphins
Andreas Fahlman(Editor), Sascha K Hooker(Editor), Uko Gorter(Illustrator)
The Physiology of Dolphins is a robust, up-to-date reference. It provides a collection of review chapters from leaders in the field of dolphin
ecophysiology, making it essential for instructors, researchers, and graduate students interested in the...

300 pages |
colour photos,
colour
illustrations |
Academic
Press

Handbuch der Säugetiere im Südlichen Afrika [The Mammal Guide of Southern Africa (Book Only)]
Burger Cillié(Author)
The new edition of this popular field guide has been fully updated and revised, making it one of the most comprehensive guides to the
mammals of the southern African sub-region. The book allows playback of vocalisations from the pages of the field...

240 pages |
200+ colour
photos, colour
& b/w
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps | Briza
Publications

Hardback
#264053
2023
9783031297885
£110.00

Paperback
#264080
2023
9782916525891
£34.99

Paperback
#264098
1970
9789872820817
£99.99

Hardback
#264103
2023
9780323905169
£115.00

Paperback
#264133
2021
9781920217488
£18.99
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Primate Socioecology
Shifting Perspectives
Lynne A Isbell(Author)
This game-changing book questions long-accepted rules of primate socioecology and redefines the field from the ground up.In Primate
Socioecology, renowned researcher Lynne A. Isbell offers a fresh perspective on primate social organizations that...

272 pages | 3
b/w photos, 18
b/w
illustrations |
Johns Hopkins
University
Press

Reptiles & Amphibians
Turtles of North America
An Illustrated Field Guide to the Turtles of the Continental United States and Canada
Kyle Horner(Author), Sue Carstairs(Introduction By)
Turtles are among the most fascinating, attractive, easily recognized and loved vertebrates on the planet. Yet, of the hundreds of species
worldwide, well over half are in danger of becoming extinct due to habitat loss, road mortality, disease,...

208 pages |
250 colour
photos, colour
distribution
maps | Firefly
Books

Marine & Freshwater Biology
Sea Change
A Message to the Oceans
Sylvia A Earle(Author)
In 1952, at age sixteen, Sylvia Earle – then a budding marine biologist – borrowed a friend's copper diving helmet, compressor, and pump
and slipped below the waters of a Florida river. It was her first underwater dive. Since then,...

360 pages | 25
colour photos |
Texas A & M
University
Press

The World Beneath
The Life and Times of Unknown Sea Creatures and Coral Reefs
Richard Smith(Author)
A new enhanced edition of the best-selling guide to sea creatures: The World Beneath.Meet the world's most fascinating sea creatures,
see the lives and curiosities of colorful fish and coral reefs. This spectacular volume has more than 300 colour...

336 pages |
plates with
colour photos |
Apollo
Publishers

The Great White Shark Handbook
The Definitive Guide to the Most Extraordinary Shark in the Sea
Gregory Skomal(Author)
Shark Week expert, Dr Greg Skomal, returns with a new shark handbook offering you a thorough exploration of the most fearsome and
misunderstood shark on Earth. Discover the great white's astonishing evolutionary adaptations, common...

224 pages |
colour photos |
Cider Mills
Press

Hardback
#264223
Aug-
2024
9781421448909
£54.00

Flexibound
#263992
May-
2024
9780228104667
£24.99

Paperback
#263987
Jun-
2024
9781648432729
£26.99
Hardback
#249733
2021
9781623499044
£30.50

Hardback
#264012
May-
2024
9781954641389
£29.99

Paperback
#263973
Jun-
2024
9781604337716
£12.99
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Oceaning
Governing Marine Life with Drones
Adam Fish(Author)
Drones are revolutionizing ocean conservation. By flying closer and seeing more, drones enhance intimate contact between ocean
scientists and activists and marine life. In the process, new dependencies between nature, technology, and humans emerge,...

248 pages | 36
illustrations |
Duke
University
Press

Top 100 Hot-Spots for Sea Fishes in Australia
A Fishwatching Guide for Divers, Snorkelers and Naturalists
Nigel Marsh(Author)
Australia is blessed with an abundance of fishes. More than 5,000 species of fish are found Down Under – around 15% of the known
species – making Australia one of the best places in the world to see fishes, and lots of them. But where are...

336 pages |
colour photos |
New Holland
Publishers

Peces y Pesca Deportiva Argentina: Mar y Patagonia [Fish and Sports Fishing Argentina: Sea and Patagonia]
Alejo Joaquin Irigoyen(Editor)
With the contribution of more than 50 expert scientists and fishermen from all over the country, this is an unprecedently detailed fish field
guide for Argentina. The book describes biology and ecology and contains a species guide with high-quality...

300 pages |
colour photos,
colour
illustrations,
colour
distribution
maps |
Proyecto
Arrecife

Threats to Springs in a Changing World
Science and Policies for Protection
Matthew J Currell(Editor), Brian G Katz(Editor)
This book documents the declining quality and quantity of springs around the world and efforts to preserve, protect, and restore them.
Anthropogenic causes, including climate change, have been degrading springs around the world. Changes in spring...

240 pages |
illustrations |
American
Geophysical
Union

The New Fish
The Truth about Farmed Salmon and the Consequences We Can No Longer Ignore
Simen Sætre(Author), Kjetil Østli(Author), Sian Mackie(Translated by)
Eat more fish, the doctors say. But is the salmon you are consuming really healthy?In the early 1970s, a group of scientists researched
how to make more food for the growing population of the world. They looked to the sea. They sampled genes from...

365 pages |
colour photos |
Patagonia
Books

An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Free-Living Peritrichs
David G Seamer(Author)
An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Free-living Peritrichs is produced by Australian artist and microscopist David Seamer. The book is filled
with line drawings by the author from live microscopic observations of 54 genera of freshwater...

40 pages |
b/w line
drawings |
David
Seamer
(privately
published)

Paperback
#264018
2024
9781478030010
£22.99
Hardback
#264017
2024
9781478025801
£91.99

Paperback
#264032
2023
9781921073182
£27.99

Paperback
#264090
2023
9789873918971
£89.99

Hardback
#264139
2022
9781119818595
£151.00

Paperback
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2023
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£15.99

Spiralbound
#264144
2019
£29.99
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An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Peritrich Cothurnia
David G Seamer(Author)
An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Peritrich Cothurnia is produced by Australian artist and microscopist David Seamer. The book is filled
with line drawings by the author from live microscopic observations of 46 species of the freshwater...

34 pages |
b/w line
drawings |
David
Seamer
(privately
published)

An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Ciliate Stentor
David G Seamer(Author)
An Illustrated Guide to the Freshwater Ciliate Stentor is produced by Australian artist and microscopist David Seamer. The book is filled with
line drawings by the author from live microscopic observations of 19 recognised species of the freshwater...

21 pages |
b/w line
drawings |
David
Seamer
(privately
published)

Caves with Blind Fish
Caecobarbus geertsii de Mbanza-Ngungu en R.D.Congo
Alexis Kimbembi ma Ibaka(Author)
The objective of this work is, on the one hand, to contribute, correct and complete Leleup and Heuts (1954), on the other hand, to
encourage scientists and international institutions of biodiversity conservation to get involved in the safeguarding of...

64 pages | b/w
illustrations,
tables | Our
Knowledge
Publishing

Evolutionary Biology
Animal Musicalities
Birds, Beasts, and Evolutionary Listening
Rachel Mundy(Author)
Over the past century and a half, the voices and bodies of animals have been used by scientists and music experts as a benchmark for
measures of natural difference. Animal Musicalities traces music's taxonomies from Darwin to digital bird guides...

261 pages |
b/w photos and
b/w
illustrations |
Wesleyan
University
Press

Bite
An Incisive History of Teeth, from Hagfish to Humans
Bill Schutt(Author)
In Bite, Bill Schutt makes a surprising It is teeth that are responsible for the long-term success of vertebrates, those creatures who have a
backbone, including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, dinosaurs, mammals – and us. An evolutionary...

256 pages |
Algonquin
Books

Spiralbound
#264145
2020
£29.99

Spiralbound
#264146
2023
£29.99

Paperback
#264241
2023
9786205932100
£43.99

Paperback
#263962
2023
9780819500861
£18.99
Hardback
#239755
2018
9780819578068
£21.95

Hardback
#263729
Aug-
2024
9781643751788
£32.99
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Inclusive Fitness and Kin Selection
Hannah Rubin(Author)
The biological world is full of phenomena that seem to run counter to Darwin's insight that natural selection can lead to the appearance of
design. For instance, why do organisms in some species divide reproductive labor? The existence of...

75 pages |
Cambridge
University
Press

Human Success
Evolutionary Origins and Ethical Implications
Hugh Desmond(Editor), Grant Ramsey(Editor)
Human Success: Evolutionary Origins and Ethical Implications examines human success from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, with
contributions from leading palaeobiologists, anthropologists, geologists, philosophers of science, and ethicists. It...

336 pages | 14
b/w
illustrations, 1
table | Oxford
University
Press USA

Maladaptation
Natural Selection in the Wrong Direction?
Philip G Madgwick(Author)
Charles Darwin presented the first scientific explanation of design through evolution by natural selection, where the environment
furnishes individual organisms with adaptations that help them to survive and reproduce. This accessible book makes the...

288 pages |
Oxford
University
Press

Ecology
Principles and Methods in Landscape Ecology
An Agenda for the Second Millennium
Almo Farina(Author)
This third, thoroughly updated edition of this well-received book, presents the most complete collection of theories, paradigms and
methods utilized by the landscape sciences. With the introduction of new ecosemiotic concepts and innovative managing...

446 pages |
colour & b/w
photos, colour
& b/w
illustrations,
tables |
Springer
Nature

Environmental Science For Dummies
Alecia M Spooner(Author)
Environmental Science For Dummies is a straightforward guide to the interrelationships of the natural world and the role that humans
play in the environment. This book tracks to a typical introductory environmental science curriculum at the college...

400 pages |
colour
illustrations |
John Wiley &
Sons

Paperback
#264101
Apr-
2024
9781009011488
£16.99
Hardback
#264100
Apr-
2024
9781009467995
£49.99

Hardback
#264176
2023
9780190096168
£71.00

Hardback
#264234
Jul-
2024
9780192870469
£30.00

Paperback
#264172
2023
9783030966133
£29.99
Paperback
#154914
2007
9781402033285
£94.99
Hardback
#259637
2022
9783030966102
£44.99

Paperback
#264036
2023
9781394161393
£18.99
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Effects of Anthropogenic Noise on Animals
Hans Slabbekoorn(Editor), Robert J Dooling(Editor), Arthur N Popper(Editor), Richard R Fay(Editor)
Over the past several years, many investigators interested in the effects of man-made sounds on animals have come to realize that there
is much to gain from studying the broader literature on hearing sound and the effects of sound as well as data...

309 pages | 42
colour & 39
b/w
illustrations,
tables |
Springer
Nature

Soil Biology in Tropical Ecosystems
Tancredo Souza(Author)
This textbook explores the complex nature of soil biological communities and their environments, and covers deserts, rainforests,
seasonal tropical forests, dry deciduous forests, and island environments in the tropical zone. It provides essential...

139 pages | 29
colour & 2 b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Earth System Sciences
Sedimentology and Stratigraphy
Gary Nichols(Author)
Sedimentology and Stratigraphy introduces the reader to the subjects and provides tools for the interpretation of sediments and
sedimentary rocks, covering the processes of formation, transport, and deposition of sediment and applying them to develop...

544 pages |
colour photos,
colour
illustrations,
maps, tables |
John Wiley &
Sons

The Southern Pennines
John Collinson(Author), Brian Roy Rosen(Author)
This guide is a starting point for exploring the geology of the Pennines between the southern Yorkshire Dales and Nidderdale in the north
and the southern part of the Derbyshire Peak District in the south. The book concentrates on the main Pennine...

256 pages |
colour photos,
colour & b/w
maps |
Dunedin
Academic
Press

The Last Drop
Solving the World's Water Crisis
Tim Smedley(Author)
Water scarcity is the next big climate crisis. Water stress – not just scarcity, but also water-quality issues caused by pollution – is already
driving the first waves of climate refugees. Rivers are drying out before they meet the oceans...

416 pages |
Picador

Paperback
#264148
2019
9781493993307
£99.99
Hardback
#244331
2018
9781493985722
£83.99

Paperback
#264167
2023
9783031009662
£54.99
Hardback
#259727
2022
9783031009488
£79.99

Paperback
#264072
2023
9781119417286
£49.50

Paperback
#254588
Apr-
2024
9781780461007
£24.99

Paperback
#263965
May-
2024
9781529058178
£11.99
Hardback
#259990
2023
9781529058147
£19.99
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Unbottled
The Fight against Plastic Water and for Water Justice
Daniel Jaffee(Author)
An exploration of bottled water's impact on social justice and sustainability, and how diverse movements are fighting back.In just four
decades, bottled water has transformed from a luxury niche item into a ubiquitous consumer product,...

384 pages | 31
illustrations, 6
tables |
University of
California
Press

Ediacaran-Paleozoic Rock Units of Egypt
Their Correlation with Adjacent Countries and Their Depositional Environments
Mohamed Abdel Ghany Khalifa(Author)
This book presents the following geological contributions in Ediacaran and Paleozoic rocks. 1) It introduces four new rock units for the
first time, the Ediacaran El Urf Formation (volcanoclastic sediments in the central Eastern Desert), the...

209 pages |
112 colour
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Freshwater Fisheries in Canada
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the Resources and Their Management
Caleb T Hasler(Editor), Jack G Imhof(Editor), Nicholas E Mandrak(Editor), Steven J Cooke(Editor)
Canada is surrounded by three oceans and home to more freshwater lakes and rivers than can be reasonably counted. It is therefore not
surprising that Canada has a plethora of freshwater fisheries and a long history of use and innovative strategies...

588 pages |
American
Fisheries
Society

Global Warming: Truth and Consequences
A Primer
Frank S Levin(Author)
Global Warming: Truth and Consequences is a guidebook for persons who are unfamiliar with the relevant details but want to know what
anthropogenic global warming and its repercussions entail. The first chapter presents background material on the...

136 pages | 4
colour & 2 b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

Polar Ice and Global Warming in Cryosphere Regions
Neloy Khare(Editor)
Polar Ice and Global Warming in Cryosphere Regions is based on recent and past climate variabilities data gathered through satellites
and spatial-temporal analysis to explain the role of global warming on cryosphere regions such as high-latitude...

294 pages | 38
colour & 133
b/w
illustrations |
CRC Press

Environmental & Social Studies
The Crash Course
An Honest Approach to Facing the Future of Our Economy, Energy, and Environment
Chris Martenson(Author)
Discover how and why the world's crises are interconnected and what you can do to prepare for the next one.The world is experiencing a
series of crises. In The Crash Course: An Honest Approach to Facing the Future of Our Economy, Energy, and...

336 pages |
b/w
illustrations,
tables | John
Wiley & Sons

Paperback
#263977
2023
9780520306622
£23.99
Hardback
#263976
2023
9780520306615
£79.99

Hardback
#264003
2023
9783031273193
£110.00

Hardback
#264052
2023
9781934874707
£155.00

Paperback
#264088
2023
9783031270222
£17.99

Hardback
#264186
Mar-
2024
9781032426433
£110.00

Hardback
#264045
2023
9781394168866
£21.99
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Wasteland
The Dirty Truth About What We Throw Away, Where It Goes, and Why It Matters
Oliver Franklin-Wallis(Author)
'There are stories in all our discarded things: who made them, what they meant to a person before they were thrown away. In the end, it
all ends up in the same place – the endless ingenuity of humanity in one filthy, fascinating...

392 pages | no
illustrations |
Simon &
Schuster

The Ecolaboratory
Environmental Governance and Economic Development in Costa Rica
Robert Fletcher(Editor), Brian Dowd-Uribe(Editor), Guntra A Aistara(Editor)
Despite its tiny size and seeming marginality to world affairs, the Central American Republic of Costa Rica has long been considered an
important site for experimentation in cutting-edge environmental policy. From protected area management to...

384 pages | 10
b/w
illustrations, 4
maps, 16
tables |
University of
Arizona Press

Organized Environmental Crime
Black Markets in Gold, Wildlife, and Timber
Daan van Uhm(Author)
Developing an innovative approach to understanding how organized crime groups diversify into the illegal trade in natural resources, this
book looks at the convergence between environmental crime and other serious crimes. In Organized Environmental...

304 pages | 63
b/w
illustrations |
Praeger
Publishers

Understanding Climate Change
with Sketchnotes
Harald Lesch(Author), Cecilia Scorza-Lesch(Author), Katharina Theis-Bröhl(Author)
What is driving climate change? What impact does it have on the Earth's ecosystems, our environment, and us? What can I do? This
book explains in a clear and understandable way the interrelationships, influencing factors and effects of the...

163 pages | 79
b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

The IPCC and the Politics of Writing Climate Change
Hannah Hughes(Author)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is one of the most significant global assessment bodies established, and it
provides the most authoritative and influential assessments of climate change knowledge. This book examines the history...

220 pages |
Cambridge
University
Press

The Designation of Marine Protected Areas
A Legal Obligation
Anna von Rebay(Author)
This book provides empirical evidence that all States have a universally binding obligation to adopt national laws and international treaties
to protect the marine environment, including the designation of Marine Protected Areas. Chapter by chapter...

278 pages |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#263963
Apr-
2024
9781398505476
£10.99
Hardback
#262022
2023
9781398505452
£19.99

Paperback
#263952
2023
9780816553242
£42.99
Hardback
#263951
2020
9780816540112
£74.99

Hardback
#263997
2023
9781440879609
£49.99

Hardback
#264004
2023
9783662663714
£22.99

Hardback
#264059
Jun-
2024
9781009341530
£105.00

Hardback
#264060
2023
9783031291746
£140.00
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The Global Politics of Local Conservation
Climate Change and Resource Governance in Namibia
Andrew Heffernan(Author)
This book examines the politics of community-based natural resource management (CBNRM) in Namibia. CBNRM and similar forms of
conservation across southern Africa have long been studied for their potential benefits as domestic policy tools to help...

250 pages | 21
b/w
illustrations |
Palgrave

Democracy in a Hotter Time
Climate Change and Democratic Transformation
David W Orr(Editor), Bill McKibben(Foreword By), Kim Stanley Robinson(Afterword by)
The first major book to deal with the dual crises of democracy and climate change as one interrelated threat to the human future and to
identify a path forward.Democracy in a Hotter Time calls for reforming democratic institutions as a prerequisite...

288 pages |
MIT Press

Political Ecologies of the Far Right
Fanning the Flames
Irma Kinga Allen(Editor), Kristoffer Ekberg(Editor), Ståle Holgersen(Editor), Andreas Malm(Editor)
This volume engages with the alarming convergence of far right thinking and the ecological crisis in contemporary society. Growing out of
the first international conference on political ecologies of the far right, the volume gathers crucial insights...

280 pages |
Manchester
University
Press

Pricing the Priceless
The Financial Transformation to Value the Planet, Solve the Climate Crisis, and Protect Our Most Precious Assets
Paula DiPerna(Author)
An exciting exploration of the new frontier of finance, to value the planet and protect what has too long been treated as free and taken for
granted – the natural assets we need and love mostIn Pricing the Priceless: The Financial...

272 pages |
John Wiley &
Sons

The Legal Recognition of Animal Sentience
Principles, Approaches and Applications
Jane Kotzmann(Editor), MB Rodriguez Ferrere(Editor), Donald M Broom(Foreword By)
This book explores the movement towards the recognition of animal sentience in the law. It explores some first principles underpinning
the recognition of animal sentience, including the nature and scope of sentience provisions, the connection between...

448 pages |
Hart Publishing
Ltd

Climate Change
Impacts and Adaptation at Regional and Local Scales
Andrew Sturman(Author), Hervé Quénol(Author)
A student friendly guide to climate change, with a unique multi-level approach, written by leading experts. The first text to focus on the
impact of climate change at a local and regional level, enriched with real-world case studies to help students...

280 pages |
178
illustrations, 13
tables | Oxford
University
Press

History & Other Humanities

Hardback
#264061
2023
9783031241765
£110.00

Paperback
#264104
2023
9780262048590
£22.99

Paperback
#264121
May-
2024
9781526167798
£24.99
Hardback
#264120
May-
2024
9781526167781
£89.99

Hardback
#264136
2023
9781119913801
£22.99

Hardback
#264153
May-
2024
9781509970452
£84.99

Paperback
#264180
2023
9780198807506
£34.99
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Along Ukraine's River
A Social and Environmental History of the Dnipro (Dnieper)
Roman Adrian Cybriwsky(Author)
The River Dnipro (formerly better known by the Russian name of Dnieper) is intimately linked to the history and identity of Ukraine.
Cybriwsky discusses the history of the river, from when it was formed and its many uses and modifications by human...

238 pages |
b/w
illustrations,
b/w maps,
tables | Central
European
University
Press

A Myriad of Tongues
How Languages Reveal Differences in How We Think
Caleb Everett(Author)
A sweeping exploration of the relationship between the language we speak and our perception of such fundamentals of experience as
time, space, colour, and smells.We tend to assume that all languages categorize ideas and objects similarly, reflecting...

288 pages |
Harvard
University
Press

The Price of Collapse
The Little Ice Age and the Fall of Ming China
Timothy Brook(Author)
In 1644, after close to three centuries of relative stability and prosperity, the Ming dynasty collapsed. Many historians attribute its demise
to the Manchu invasion of China, but the truth is far more profound. The Price of Collapse provides an...

256 pages | 4
b/w
illustrations, 15
tables |
Princeton
University
Press

Natural Magic
Emily Dickinson, Charles Darwin, and the Dawn of Modern Science
Renée Bergland(Author)
A captivating portrait of the poet and the scientist who shared an enchanted view of nature.Emily Dickinson and Charles Darwin were
born at a time when the science of studying the natural world was known as natural philosophy, a pastime for poets,...

440 pages | 59
b/w
illustrations |
Princeton
University
Press

The Routledge Handbook of Environmental History
Emily O'Gorman(Editor), William San Martín(Editor), Mark Carey(Editor), Sandra Swart(Editor)
The Routledge Handbook of Environmental History presents a cutting-edge overview of the dynamic and ever-expanding field of
environmental history. It addresses recent transformations in the field and responses to shifting scholarly, political, and...

456 pages | 26
b/w photos, 5
b/w
illustrations, 2
tables |
Routledge

Exploring Human Behavior Through Isotope Analysis
Applications in Archaeological Research
Melanie M Beasley(Editor), Andrew D Somerville(Editor)
This edited volume compiles a series of chapters written by experts of isotopic analysis in order to highlight the utility of various isotope
systems in the reconstruction of past human behaviours. Rather than grouping contributions by specific...

303 pages |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#263995
2023
9789633861318
£20.99
Hardback
#244107
2017
9789633862049
£55.99

Hardback
#263996
2023
9780674976580
£23.99

Hardback
#264000
2024
9780691250403
£24.99

Hardback
#264031
Jun-
2024
9780691235288
£27.99

Hardback
#264046
2023
9781032003597
£205.00

Hardback
#264054
2023
9783031322662
£110.00
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Historical Ecology and Landscape Archaeology in Lowland South America
André Carlo Colonese(Editor), Rafael Guedes Milheira(Editor), William L Balée(Foreword By)
This edited volume scrutinizes how pre-Columbian human societies have shaped and transformed lowland South America – contributing
to biological and landscape diversity. This geographic area has supported human populations since at least the...

319 pages | 67
colour & 25
b/w
illustrations |
Springer
Nature

The Bureaucracy of Empathy
Law, Vivisection, and Animal Pain in Late Nineteenth-Century Britain
Shira Shmuely(Author)
The Bureaucracy of Empathy revolves around two central questions: What is pain? And how do we recognize, understand, and
ameliorate the pain of nonhuman animals? Shira Shmuely investigates these ethical issues through a close and careful history of...

270 pages | 18
b/w photos |
Cornell
University
Press

A History of Scientific Journals
Publishing at the Royal Society, 1665-2015
Aileen Fyfe(Author), Noah Moxham(Author), Julie McDougall-Waters(Author), Camilla Mørk Røstvik(Author)
Modern scientific research has changed so much since Isaac Newton's day: it is more professional, collaborative and international, with
more complicated equipment and a more diverse community of researchers. Yet the use of scientific journals to...

664 pages |
colour & b/w
photos, colour
& b/w
illustrations,
tables |
University
College
London Press

Environmental Ethics
From Theory to Practice
Marion Hourdequin(Author)
What is environmental virtue? Is developing good habits enough? What does climate justice require? Is ecological restoration just another
form of the human domination of nature?Exploring these questions and more, this book provides an up-to-date and...

320 pages | 4
b/w
illustrations |
Bloomsbury
Academic
(Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback
#264058
2023
9783031322839
£110.00

Paperback
#264066
2023
9781501770395
£27.99
Hardback
#264065
2023
9781501770388
£112.00

Paperback
#264074
2022
9781800082335
£40.00
Hardback
#264073
2022
9781800082342
£60.00

Paperback
#264107
2024
9781350185920
£21.99
Hardback
#264106
2024
9781350185937
£64.99
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Why Human Nature Matters
Between Biology and Politics
Matteo Mameli(Author)
Does human nature constrain social and political change, or do social and political changes transform human nature? Why Human
Nature Matters argues that the answer to both questions is 'yes'. This philosophical account offers new tools for...

208 pages |
Bloomsbury
Academic
(Bloomsbury
imprint)

Talking Heads
The New Science of How Conversation Shapes Our Worlds
Shane O'Mara(Author)
From neurons to nations, Talking Heads is a stunning survey of the science of human connection and communicationWe are social
animals and talking is part of what makes us human.But what purpose does conversation serve? In this revelatory tour of...

240 pages |
The Bodley
Head

Darwin Mythology
Debunking Myths, Correcting Falsehoods
Kostas Kampourakis(Editor)
Many historical figures have their lives and works shrouded in myth, both in life and long after their deaths. Charles Darwin (1809-1882),
is no exception to this phenomenon and his hero-worship has become an accepted narrative. This concise,...

334 pages |
Cambridge
University
Press

Women and the Natural Sciences in Edwardian Britain
In Search of Fellowship
Peter G Ayres(Author)
This book tells the story of how women first fought for inclusion among scientific societies in Edwardian Britain. Though educational
opportunities in schools and universities were improving, there were few fellowships or chances of paid employment...

228 pages | 15
b/w
illustrations |
Palgrave

Biological Motion
A History of Life
Janina Wellmann(Author), Kate Sturge(Translated by)
Biological Motion studies the foundational relationship between motion and life. To answer the question, "What is Life?", prize-winning
historian of science Janina Wellmann engages in a transdisciplinary investigation of motion as the most...

336 pages | 27
b/w
illustrations |
Zone Books

Paperback
#264110
2024
9781350189751
£21.99
Hardback
#264109
2024
9781350189744
£64.99

Hardback
#264114
2023
9781847926487
£21.99

Paperback
#264118
May-
2024
9781009375689
£18.99
Hardback
#264117
May-
2024
9781009375702
£79.99

Paperback
#264125
2021
9783030466022
£99.99
Hardback
#264124
2020
9783030465995
£99.99

Hardback
#264127
Apr-
2024
9781942130819
£27.99
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Human Nature
Grant Ramsey(Author)
Human nature is frequently evoked to characterize our species and describe how it differs from others. But how should we understand
this concept? What is the nature of a species? Some take our nature to be an essence and argue that because humans...

75 pages |
Cambridge
University
Press

Animals, Ethics, and Language
The Philosophy of Meaningful Communication in the Lives of Animals
Rebekah Humphreys(Author)
With an ever-growing body of evidence on the links between different oppressions, never have the debates in Critical Animal Studies
surrounding intersectionality in relation to animal ethics been more important. In particular, the arguments related...

196 pages | 12
b/w
illustrations |
Palgrave

Reading Nature in the Early Middle Ages
Writing, Language, and Creation in the Latin Physiologus, ca. 700-1000
Anna Dorofeeva(Author)
This book is a new cultural and intellectual history of the natural world in the early medieval Latin West. It examines the complex
relationships between language, texts, and the physical world they describe, focusing on the manuscripts of the...

266 pages | 2
colour & 11
b/w
illustrations, 2
tables | ARC
Humanities
Press

Into the Heart of Tasmania
A Search For Human Antiquity
Rebe Taylor(Author)
In 1908 English gentleman, Ernest Westlake, packed a tent, a bicycle and forty tins of food and sailed to Tasmania. On mountains,
beaches and in sheep paddocks he collected over 13,000 Aboriginal stone tools. Westlake believed he had found the...

204 pages |
Melbourne
University
Press

Organization in Biology
Matteo Mossio(Author)
This book assesses the prospects of (re)adopting organization as a pivotal concept in biology. It shows how organization can nourish
biological thinking and practice, by reconnecting with the idea of biology as the science of organized systems. The...

333 pages |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#264135
2023
9781108716062
£16.99
Hardback
#264134
2023
9781009440646
£49.99

Hardback
#264162
2023
9783031320798
£120.00

Hardback
#264178
2023
9781802700022
£113.00

Paperback
#264195
2017
9780522867961
£25.99

Paperback
#264197
2023
9783031389702
£34.99
Hardback
#264196
2023
9783031389672
£44.99
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The Howling Storm
Weather, Climate, and the American Civil War
Kenneth W Noe(Author)
Traditional histories of the Civil War describe the conflict as a war between North and South. Kenneth W. Noe suggests it should instead
be understood as a war between the North, the South, and the weather. In The Howling Storm, Noe retells the...

688 pages | 13
b/w maps |
Louisiana
State
University
Press

Bellwether Histories
Animals, Humans, and US Environments in Crisis
Susan Nance(Editor), Jennifer Marks(Editor)
A multispecies history of the globalized United States, Bellwether Histories reveals how animals have been ensnared in colonialism,
capitalism, and environmental destruction as human decisions created and perpetuated untenable and unequal...

256 pages | 14
b/w
illustrations |
University of
Washington
Press

Gods of Thunder
How Climate Change, Travel, and Spirituality Reshaped Precolonial America
Timothy R Pauketat(Author)
A sweeping account of Medieval North America when Indigenous peoples confronted climate change.Few Americans today are aware of
one of the most consequential periods in North American history – the Medieval Warm Period of seven to twelve...

272 pages |
Oxford
University
Press

Medieval Riverscapes
Environment and Memory in Northwest Europe, c. 300-1100
Ellen F Arnold(Author)
Fishermen, monks, saints, and dragons met in medieval riverscapes; their interactions reveal a rich and complex world. Using religious
narrative sources to evaluate the environmental mentalities of medieval communities, Ellen F. Arnold explores the...

345 pages |
Cambridge
University
Press

Organismal to Molecular Biology
Revenge of the Microbes
How Bacterial Resistance is Undermining the Antibiotic Miracle
Brenda A Wilson(Author), Brian T Ho(Author), Stanley Maloy(Foreword By)
Two decades after the first edition of Revenge of the Microbes: How Bacterial Resistance Is Undermining the Antibiotic Miracle warned of
the looming threat of antibiotic resistance, it is now upon us. Not only has the spread of antibiotic resistance...

176 pages |
illustrations |
American
Society for
Microbiology
Press

Paperback
#264212
2023
9780807180419
£38.99
Hardback
#264211
2020
9780807173206
£60.00

Paperback
#264214
2023
9780295751429
£25.99
Hardback
#264213
2023
9780295751412
£94.00

Hardback
#264238
2023
9780197645109
£19.99

Hardback
#264239
Mar-
2024
9781009299398
£85.00

Paperback
#264070
2023
9781683670087
£22.99
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Pandemics: A Very Short Introduction
Christian W McMillen(Author)
The 2014 Ebola epidemic demonstrated the power of pandemics and their ability not only to destroy lives locally but also to capture the
imagination and terrify the world. In 2019 and the years that followed, the coronavirus pandemic infected every...

160 pages | 10
b/w
illustrations |
Oxford
University
Press

Meet the Neighbors
Animal Minds and Life in a More-than-Human World
Brandon Keim(Author)
What does the science of animal intelligence mean for how we understand and live with the wild creatures around us?Honeybees
deliberate democratically. Rats reflect on the past. Snakes have friends. In recent decades, our understanding of animal...

384 pages | 14
illustrations |
W.W. Norton &
Co.

Anatomical Oddities
Alice Roberts(Author)
Every part of the human body has a name – and story. But how familiar are you with your arachnoid mater or your Haversian canals?
Anatomical Oddities is an artistic and linguistic adventure, taking the reader on a journey to discover the hidden...

144 pages |
colour
illustrations |
Simon &
Schuster

Microbial Diversity in the Genomic Era
Functional Diversity and Community Analysis
Surajit Das(Editor), Hirak Ranjan Dash(Editor)
Microbial Diversity in the Genomic Era: Functional Diversity and Community Analysis, Second Edition presents techniques used for
microbial taxonomy and phylogeny, along with their applications and respective strengths and challenges. The book...

752 pages |
Academic
Press

Microbiome Drivers of Ecosystem Function
Javid A Parray(Editor), Nowsheen Shameem(Editor), Dilfuza Egamberdieva(Editor)
Microbiome Drivers of Ecosystem Function, the latest release in the Microbiome Research in Plants and Soil series, focuses on
advancements in microbial technologies towards harnessing the microbiome for improved crop productivity and health. The book...

450 pages |
Academic
Press

Wild and Exotic Animal Ophthalmology, Volume 2
Mammals
Fabiano Montiani-Ferreira(Editor), Bret A Moore(Editor), Gil Ben-Shlomo(Editor)
This Volume 2 of a two-volume work is the first textbook to offer a practical yet comprehensive approach to clinical ophthalmology in wild
and exotic mammals. A phylogenetic approach is used to introduce the ecology and importance of vision across...

579 pages |
471 colour
photos |
Springer
Nature

Paperback
#263981
Jul-
2024
9780197762004
£8.99

Hardback
#263706
Aug-
2024
9781324007081
£23.99

Hardback
#263957
2022
9781398510067
£16.99

Paperback
#264020
2024
9780443133206
£155.00

Paperback
#264022
2023
9780443191213
£155.00

Paperback
#264028
2023
9783030812751
£79.99
Hardback
#264027
2022
9783030812720
£99.99
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Wild and Exotic Animal Ophthalmology, Volume 1
Invertebrates, Fishes, Amphibians, Reptiles, and Birds
Fabiano Montiani-Ferreira(Editor), Bret A Moore(Editor), Gil Ben-Shlomo(Editor)
This Volume 1 of a two-volume work is the first textbook to offer a practical yet comprehensive approach to clinical ophthalmology in wild
and exotic invertebrates, fishes, amphibia, reptiles, and birds. A phylogenetic approach is used to introduce...

696 pages |
464 colour
photos |
Springer
Nature

Emerging Pandemics
Connections with Environment and Climate Change
Sadaf Nazneen(Editor), Akebe Luther King Abia(Editor), Sughosh Madhav(Editor)
Pandemics are often associated with viruses and bacteria occurring in wildlife in natural environments. Thus, diseases of epidemic and
pandemic scale are mostly zoonotic, some of which include AIDS, Zika virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome...

168 pages | 16
b/w
illustrations, 4
tables | CRC
Press

Assisted Reproduction in Wild Mammals of South America
Alexandre Rodrigues Silva(Editor)
South America has one of the greatest riches in the world in terms of biodiversity. Despite all this richness, recent reports warn of
different threats to this biodiversity. As a strategy to reduce the rate of loss of animal species, the development...

310 pages | 12
colour & 25
b/w
illustrations |
CRC Press

Palaeontology
The Last Days of the Dinosaurs
An Asteroid, Extinction, and the Beginning of Our World
Riley Black(Author), Kory Bing(Illustrator)
In The Last Days of the Dinosaurs, Riley Black walks readers through what happened in the days, the years, the centuries, and the
million years after the impact, tracking the sweeping disruptions that overtook this one spot, and imagining what might...

287 pages |
b/w
illustrations |
The History
Press

Dinosaurs at the Dinner Party
How an Eccentric Group of Victorians Discovered Prehistoric Creatures and Accidentally Upended the World
Edward Dolnick(Author)
From the bestselling author of The Clockwork Universe and The Writing of the Gods, a historical adventure story about the eccentric
Victorians who discovered dinosaur bones, leading to a whole new understanding of human history.In the early 1800s,...

336 pages |
Scribner Books

Les Graphoceratidae (Dumortieriinae, Tmetoceratinae et Leioceratinae) du Toarcien Supérieur et de l’Aalénien Inférieur et
Moyen [The Graphoceratidae from the Upper Toarcian and the Lower and Middle Aalenian]
Louis Rulleau(Author), Pierre Lacroix(Author), Jean-Pierre Le Pichon(Author), François Ové(Author)
The abundance and diversity of ammonites from the Upper Toarcian and Lower Aalenian in numerous deposits in Western Europe have
enabled the in-depth study of two subfamilies: the Dumortieriinae and the Leioceratinae. The almost imperceptible...

302 pages |
colour & b/w
photos, b/w
illustrations |
Dedale
Editions

Mycology

Hardback
#264029
2022
9783030713010
£99.99

Hardback
#264042
2023
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£89.99

Hardback
#264181
2023
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Paperback
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Paperback
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Evolution and Speciation in Fungi and Eukaryotic Biodiversity
TJ Pandian(Author)
This book looks at fungi from the angle of biodiversity. As no college/university offers degree courses in Mycology, the book explains the
need for such innovative courses, which are academically and economically important. The book highlights the...

292 pages | 94
b/w
illustrations |
CRC Press
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